This paper will explore aspects of past practice and belief and how relevant these are to the future. New Zealand Curriculum guidelines for English will be examined in relation to best practice. Oral and visual texts will be discussed, as will the blurring of the boundaries between written and visual text with examples from picture books and graphic novels. Issues of cultural inclusion, authenticity, censorship and intertextuality will be related to selected texts and to popular culture.
The documents preceding ENZC were English (1961) and Reading (1961) and these were followed by The Statement of Aims.
The Statement of Aims sprang from a liberal humanist philosophy that relied on the professionalism of teachers and a paternalistic national bureaucracy. The emergence of the New Right in New Zealand in the 1980's led to notions of accountability and although there had been checks and balances in the past, education became viewed as a commodity rather than a public good. New educational influences and scholarship led to a perceived need for transparency over a self-regulating professionalism and a more rigorous document emerged, ENZC. Some traces of the visionary thinking of the past (The Statement of Aims) remained, as well as work in functional notions of literacy. It had long been held in New Zealand that language was a process and the idea of wholeness sat comfortably with most teachers.
Societal trends, particularly those moving away from the agrarian economic base for human capital in New Zealand, left a country seeking a new economy with workers skilled in knowledge the much vaunted, but recently strangely silent, knowledge economy.
More pressing issues of public policy have recently captured the attention of political leaders and education is currently not a priority, although huge reforms are being developed in education assessment. The cyclical nature of societal needs, where the focus shifts to meet current urgencies, leads to some areas being marginalised to their detriment. In the longer view, like a merry-go-round, the wheel turns, sometimes with all of society functions in balance and at other times, skewed.
The development of curriculum over the past ten years in New Zealand has been extraordinary when contextualized over the longer period of settlement. National examinations at secondary level provided gate-keeping mechanisms to maintain the necessary economic, work force, balance. At primary (elementary) level, native intelligence could win out, in non-discriminatory ways, and tall poppies could emerge and did, from any level of the socio-economic stratification.
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Page 3 of 11 Barbara Matthews, Centre for Language and Languages, Auckland College of Education Today rigid barriers have been erected that work against the poor gaining access to society's largesse and opportunity. Schooling has been ghettoized and teaching as a profession undervalued. Strong oral language movements have flourished in New Zealand, from grass roots initiatives, to preserve indigenous language and culture and these have been replicated by other migrant groups. However, the aspirations of migrants burn brightly in the first and second generations but fade in a society, that seeks conformity and homogeneity, as has been the New Zealand tradition. Teachers remain optimistic and dedicated and in the main are not cynical, as this is not usually a characteristic of the lower middle class from which the teacher has traditionally emerged.
The visual media complements, rather than replaces, the traditional and creates a different literacy. "Texts produced for children in all stages of schooling include texts composed of visual and verbal materials ...children...are quite simply immersed in texts constructed in the 'new literacy' ...they are, after all, the most significant cultural influence on children and adults alike," (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1990 ). When my Scottish mother was a child in the rural north the students were placed in ranked order in the classroom. She was not a successful student. She demonstrated no brilliance whatsoever. In the drawing class she was unable to draw a recognisable shovel. This memory was vivid, as it was often repeated to us as children. The striking image of the shovel, as an iconic reference to rural poverty, remained with the learner, my mother, for life. Such a tool is virtually unknown today and its usage, doubtless exotic. Paula Boock, a young New Zealand children's writer, often cites anecdotes from her childhood during public addresses. Whenever she asked her father a question, he would not give her a direct answer, he always told her a story. As a child this was a source of great mystification to Paula, some weird Dad-type aberration. As an adult she saw the point and stored the childhood stories into treasured memory.
ENZC validates the shovel and the storytelling father. It acknowledges that language manifests itself orally, visually and in the printed word. Rodney Wilson, the CEO of the Auckland Museum argues "that our identity is formed by our past; without an identity we are adrift, rudderless, directionless. Our identity defines our goals; our goals take us forward." The future takes with it, the past. (Myers, 1988) . Slane uses the idiom of the comic and the fusion of myth and the mythic past, and modernism, the violent present. The conventions of the present, presage the future.
Picture books provide new visual challenges. Holt (2000) describes a strand of picture books which are visually layered and complex in a number of ways: 6
Page 5 of 11 they are political, they often investigate 'uncomfortable' subjects they take familiar texts and use them in entirely different ways they juxtapose images from the art and the entertainment worlds they are heavily reliant on symbolic understanding and interpretation the illustrations are of prime importance and are not simple.
Slane and Sullivan's book does all of these things.
What then is a 'graphic' novel? Some new genre or deviating offshoot? Perhaps its novel aspect is in its wholeness and complexity of subject. Its graphic character is intertwined with the text rather than separated as in a conventional picture book where, if necessary, one could stand without the other. Removing the illustrations from a graphic novel would destroy the whole. The multiplicity of competing voices is perhaps its defining character.
How does one, then 'read' such a book? It appears a demonic tale to an adult. Literacy in its historical context, refers to the skills and abilities to interpret written text. Mason and Roder (2000) "state that 'literacy' has never been confined to a finite set of 7 Page 6 of I I skills, it continually changes in relation to historical, cultural and technological contexts. The world one lives in is the defining context for literacy."
One of the challenges for teachers is to be part of this world, this defining context for literacy. It is imperative that teachers have the expectation that students will develop the necessary and evolving literacy competencies of the future. "Important as (the) focus on the book has been, we must quickly expand this vision if we hope to prepare children for the futures they deserve. Today children need to be prepared for much more than book literacies" (Leu, 2000) . Leu (2000) also predicts that in the near future, if not already, "children's success...in reading will take place within networked ICT (rather) than within the pages of a book." (2000) argue that "literacy refers not to an achieved state, but rather a lifelong process of becoming 'literate.' In fact, what it means to be literate is a moving target, one we cannot define because it continues to evolve." Societal change increasingly involves as Luke (1994) suggests a "multimediated literate culture" with many teachers still concentrating on a book culture. ENZC gives New Zealand teachers permission to enter the domain of the world the students live in and make it part of the discursive practice of the classroom. Russell (2000) contends that "one of the greatest changes that schools will ultimately find irresistible is the effects of (2000) writes 'melds communications and information technologies." This is not hypothetical.
We all know this. Do we run in terror or do we embrace it? Morgan (1995) argues that "media are an important component of a post modern pedagogy." He says that there is no place to hide, " no place on earth is seen as a safe haven from modern media, an objective many schools still appear to aspire to." New Zealand teachers are embracing new concepts of literacy. We are all on a continuum in which the Future of the Past is a significant aspect. Russell (2000) argues that "the long accepted paradigm that assumes that schools are places where, more or less exclusively, print discourses take place" is being challenged by "students... parents and other members of the community who expect that schools should adequately reflect those discourses found in everyday life," and will give students access to the tools that will empower their future. Russell (2000) further states that "cultural change, convergence and reconceptualizations of literacies are likely to force a reappraisal of traditional literacy pedagogies. Mason and Roder (2000) , New Zealand researchers state "We certainly don't advocate the subordination of traditional text in literacy programmes, or less focus on the basic process of oral, visual and written language but we do advocate a shift in focus to accommodate the reality of the fast growing importance of non-linear text, especially the Internet, as contexts for literacy, and the need for teachers to confidently support students in their interactions with these texts." CtA,nri
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